2013, Feb 15

Friday Night Hard News Call

TO LISTEN TO THIS CALL:
● GO TO BBS RADIO 2 & SCROLL DOWN THE SCHEDULE UNTIL YOU REACH FRIDAY NIGHT.
● CLICK ON “HARD NEWS ON FRIDAY” & THE INFORMATION PAGE WILL COME UP.
● UNDERNEATH THE PICTURE OF THE GALAXY AND THE LOTUS, YOU WILL SEE A BLUE BOX WITH THE
WORDS PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● CLICK ON THAT BOX TO GET TO THE LISTING OF PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● YOU CAN DOWNLOAD THE PROGRAM TO YOUR OWN COMPUTER OR LISTEN DIRECTLY.

Opening Meditation: Cheryl
Phone Numbers:

BBS Toll Free
Skype:
Website:
Housekeeping:
BBS:

530-413-953

530-413-9537 [line 1]
530-763-1574 [line 2, 3]
530–746-0341 [line 4]
888-429-5471
Toll Free in North America
BBSradio2
www.2013RainbowRoundTable.ning.com

Rainbird
● A listener-supported radio program; we can access program archives on BBS
● We need $$3 + $300 + $300 to complete last 3 weeks! [$603}
● Go to BBS Radio 2; find the listing for Friday Night Hard News; find the Paypal button
● NO COST TO ACCESS THE ARCHIVES for any of the T & R PROGRAMS

T & R: ● Need gas money, food money
● we can eat for them too; go into unity consciousness and state your intention
● On the website: www.2013RainbowRoundTable.ningcom
● There is a Paypal button on this site
● Please notify them if you're sending something:
koran999@comcast.net
● Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders:
Ram D Berkowitz
1704 B Llano St, # 249
Santa Fe, NM 87505
● phone contact is via MariettaRobert: 317-773-0061
or by e-mail: stargatemarietta@gmail.com
● Remember you can have a session with Mother, as well!
Hard News:
T: talks of the founder of ALEC who does not want certain people to vote; yet the polity of
Audio: the snow storm in the NE is a rigged event: it covers a multitude of sins:
R: with whistleblowers coming out: Chris Dorner is not dead – was not in the cabin! He knew too much
about Iraq and Afghanistan – some MIB took him away; what they used to burn the cabin was not
legal.
● The LAPD are not a police dep't like other police dep'ts are not
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● The cop was blowing whistles inside the LAPD, which has nothing on the Chicago police, who have nothing
on the Florida police.
R: The program Hubris: Selling the Iraq War – to be shown on Feb 18; regular time of Maddow show
T: Interpol has given Pope until Feb 23rd to turn himself in; the Vatican Police to arrest him
● If he does not, and the VP don't arrest him, Interpol and the Sovereign Militia will take him,
plus the police who did not arrest, plus the upper echelons of the Vatican
● If everyone can eat for us, thank you – grateful to be alive in this body at this time; the greatest
gift is to be in the body at this time and see what is happening to the body and our quirks and
foibles
● Invite more people to the call – people are ready to learn more truth.
R: Native America Calling: topic of what would it be like for first contact at this time? How would you
greet, interact at this time, given what is going on now? What is next step?
● Had on various elders – Inuit; those from Siberia – they were saying what it is like to interact with the
star brothers and sisters; then they were talking about Mr 19.5*, the Dogons, those of Sirius A &
B and others
[SEE BELOW for an article about the Dogons]
T: Talking about the entire Euro zone collapsing now; GB threatening to leave the European Union
● European Central Bank officers are not elected officers; they are Nazis.
Audio: Ed Schultz – p pm TV program – with the sequester looming [March 1], Congressional members
took a half day plus a recess until Feb 26th
● 107 House Democrats have asked the President not to agree to cuts on Medicare, Medicaid and Social
Security - Repubs want to privatize these programs
● Nadler talks of how much the debt has been cut [over a Trillion already paid down]
● The deficit is being addressed – she tells what is happening; seems Repubs are willing to slash
and burn instead of working towards a reasonable solution for the benefit of the people
● Speaker Boehner ordered them to go home [has said previously there will be no progress until cuts to
programs are agreed to]
● Talking about guns – put the bills on the floor and see where the voting goes; only bill that has been
dealt with since beginning of Jan is the one about Sandy Hurricane
T: Elizabeth Warren was challenging regulators in a banking committee meeting today; there have been
no regulatory actions taken seriously since the 1929 Crash [ which was done on purpose - yet to
be revealed to the public.]
Audio: from The Radiant Rose Academy – Akasha and Asun
Goddess of peace anchors Her Peace Commanding Presence in our hearts, a beautiful gift
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_profilepage&v=qDVG3irRIKg
Call:
Caller: MI Asking about David Wynn Miller – website is dwmlc.com – shows the constitution he wrote for
Hawaii; also the one for aboriginal
T: Aboriginal means not from here; we are not originally from earth – we are all from the stars
Caller: confused about what the man is saying: Bill Clinton used this grammar and they dismissed the
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impeachment because they did not want him to reveal the secret behind the use of the language
● Hillary became Sec of State because she knew of this language
R: he's a Federal judge; knows constitutional law, and wrote a new one because the language of the old one
is not correct
Caller: the new constitution is on the website and has been since 2012 – says they keep pulling it off his
website
● Essentially the caller wants to know about the background of D W Lynn
Caller CA: knows something about D W Miller – on a Drake show [?]
● He is divorced; wife talked to Drake and told him some things about her husband;
T: we are going galactic now and this is negating the galactic realm with which we are merging.
Caller CA: what is happening with the G 20 in Russia?
T: name of city where that meteor landed: 1000 + injured; Chelyabinsk which is 1,500 km east of Moscow,
where Russian nuclear plants are; 3.5 million people live there – Ural region – sonic boom blew out
all the window.
● the asteroid passed 17, 200 miles from earth; it was closer to earth than the ISS
● We are part of the navigation team on the bridge of Tita Lecoria, the Diamond Ones; we are navigating
our way through the MWG and we have never been in the MWG until 2006 ● we need to watch the Hyper dimensional Election of Barack Obama on You Tube - Hoagland explains
the intervention of Obama being here otherwise; 19.5* was configured into the land in DC by the
black Moabite mason – 19.5* is created in DC like at the pyramids and in Hawaii; Mexico City is on
19,5* - a Mayan city; the place of the heart of the earth.
● Still polarity when we are playing
Caller NC: listening to Ground Zero radio show between midnight and 1 am, just before Coast to Coast:
● whistleblower said it was not a meteor – it was a satellite! He will come back in May and report on
what has been going on: he was anonymously letting them know it was not a meteor or asteroid: it
was an EMT pulse – there would be increased activity like this – he will report later.
T: re the Pope – he is seeking immunity with the Italian gov't – the palace he was going to go to live in, is in
the Vatican
Caller: reads the paragraph about where Pope is to end up
[SEE BELOW]
T: Interpol is tied into the Sovereign Militia: the SM can send down a beam and hold him frozen
● Ray put the interview between D W Miller and David Wilcock on 2013 Rainbow Rose
T: there are levels within levels within levels; Statutes are at the bottom and they are legalese which is
not law; the lawyers also become “Esq” which is a title of nobility – if you take a title of nobility,
you are not longer a citizen of US
rd
● 3 dimension is not longer here – merged with 4th in 1987; by 2012, we had been 26 years in the 4th
dimension – experiencing meditation, invocation, solfeggio scale attunements – all fine-tuning our
consciousness with the etheric world of 5D
● just because we are not ready to accept something, does not mean it does not exist. Those who are
intentionally causing harm – their physicality at the heart level cannot survive: they will go numb or do
drugs or something to alter their awareness: we do the same thing – like procrastination
● let this energy which is coming in now work – at the same time, there is a counter indicator that does not
want it to work.
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Music: Astarius Miraculai – a frequency of transformation; [www.astarius.com]
MOTHER
Greetings in the light of the Most Radiant One; in the Office of the Christ and only in the Office of the
Christ, we invoke the loving energies of St Germain and the Violet Flame
T: understands there is a new sheriff in town and it is Mother: may we have clairsentience, clairaudience,
discernment, compassion – we are ready for divine government
Greetings, Children of Ra:
● The Blue Star Kachina, the Council of 9, Mr 19.5* - the road to peace is a challenge, yet we are the ones
we have been waiting for and the time is now:
● There is much unfolding in this present little slice of now which has to do with the changeover to the
Blue Star Kachina, the Council of Nine and the biggest issues of the moment. They have everything
to do with your ascension: the issues of the day have come to the surface, floating of the pools of
living love, living light; they have everything to do with galactic visitors in your midst.
● The comet or whatever may have shown up - we are not alone on this planet; there are issues that have a
lot to do with the dying empire that has to do with the changeover – we are witnessing a sea
change, as the unholy see is being removed from power by We the People. There is a shift in the
wind of the accountability on every level – in the last 24 -28 hours, so many stories coming up
including Waco - coming into play now; how many years have passed since yesterday?
● All we are doing is sending our wayward children so much love – we are in 5 th dimension which may not
look like what we expected: we are creating out of nothing: it is a pathless path, and we are
creating it all together – this frequency of the Blue Star Kachina, Sirius A, Sirius B, the people of
the Dogan, the people of Mali – Mali has stargates just like Iraq, Iran, Israel Palestine – what is
unfolding is the real story about the star gates, now –
● in each moment, it is about our story which parallels Star Gate SG1 as the symbols of what we
understand of the Solex Mal, and we will understand how they can create the address, line up the
gate and spin the dial and we go for a ride: it is the ride of our life: how far can consciousness go?
● Our consciousness is infinite; so is the temple of the living god The fallacy is that the thoughts have
limited us: in this moment, we remember who we are because it has changed from 5 minutes ago –
in each second, there is something that is unfolding.
● The people of earth have asked Lady Master Ma'at to show up with her feather for this great
accountability and her scales of justice to weigh things; no accident that the story of fake
weapons of mass deception is coming to the surface now; the cop in the cabin tried to tell the
truth and got shot down for whistle blowing about abuse within in the ranks – so much trauma the
temple has seen, now is the time for healing as our brother Astarius [the music which introduced
Mother] was saying – things unravelling with what we have on our plates, what our planet is going
through – all about the ascension here
● in loving presence, we would say you are doing magnificently and at the same time the challenge is how
we do this with the greatest of love; in daily life, it is a challenge in day to day life to live and not
live with the separation of the mind and the heart. There is a kingdom up for grabs in the holodeck
program; the real story is that we are achieving the ability and the strands of living light, living
love, our strands of DNA are changing and we are transfiguring at the grandest scale – what
better man
to lead the pack than $19.5*
T: baby back ribs and all Mother? [referring to the story of BO loving BBQ]pigs are supposed to be
herbivores
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Mo: stop eating all flesh meats – this has created some of the problems we are witnessing
● As David Corn has the Washington Monument behind him, the story he tells is about the fake war on
terror, the war on the people: hollow point bullets, armour piercing bullets, depleted uranium; it is
the fake story about the rise of the machine – the bio industrial corporation s would like you to
believe that – Darpa, Boeing etc that have every intention of making us cogs in a wheel
● what is busting the system is the fact that Earth Mother is a shining example of a star that is ascending
and her people with her. The delusions of grandeur – hubris – the lies that took you to this moment
about the fake wars – the realm of what is unfolding at the moment - this was never about Osama:
it was always about the zero point modules and the star gates.
● The truth is coming about about the visitors who have always been here, and our wayward children – the
story of the ziggaurats & the people of Ur; all will come out very quickly with what Rachel has to
tell us & the rest of the folks
● Watch Elizabeth Warren , a rising star – banks are NOT too big to fail
T: Ed was commenting as they watched the interrogation of the bank regularos: their answers showed
that they were cornered: she did not relent - E W asked the interviewees: when is the last time
that you have called the criminality in the banks to a trial: there was no answer.
Mo: it was 1929 was the last time; long enough – Jamie Diamon would be a fitting cellmate for Bernie
Madoff or Chris Christie and Marco Rubio who were his office boys
● the next moment is about the Mahdi – this moment about peace: peace is wages by standing truth
before power when the fabric of the illusion is falling apart.
T: the energy is based in absolute practices – cruel practices: the killing of the animals is horrible – the
energy of fear is in the body of the animal one eats; that energy goes into the body and the womb
space which is the holy grail and it takes 7 years for that energy to leave the womb space; the
womb space is the holy grail
Mo: It is the story of Jeshu and Magdalene who are leading the way at this time; LM ?? will be back to
help with the process of how this is done in a universal way
T: BTW: Burger King has horse meat in the burgers now; and there is pink slime in the others
The animals do not want to be eaten – they want to go home.
Mo: Yes. It is time for the understanding that what the frequency of living love, living light as the
nourishment we put into these temples, as it is glowing with the radiant frequency of the emerald
green ray. Imagine the light of the emerald city – that what we are putting into us as emerald green
energy; it is this energy which brings immortality
T: The #7:took 7 years for Ramtha to heal, with the 7 sisters, the Pleiadians, to heal his power chakra
that was blown out by a light sabre
Mo: These false-flag events, these man-made crises are made to pit us against our emotions and it is
about how not to lose your centre when they are happening – these are the moments when
meditation every single day is imperative
T: and the highest good of all concerned: there is the energy of wanting to find other ways to move in
this world – the time is now to find completely new ways to work with exchange systems and goods.
● The ultimatum is being reached now with the removal of the reptilian forces that Asun and
Akasha spoke of ; there is a power in our midst that is who we are that we have been missing for
so long
Mo: it is the power of co-creator gods which is here – don't forget it – we are here at this moment to
change the course of the ship of state
T: Merelene was saying that brotherhoods and sisterhoods are living where they are unlikely to be
noticed – in the Agarthan networks, in remote areas that are more austere in the winter, yet when
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you are in another dimension you don't get cold – there is a practice of austerity and it is
voluntary. Like Swami Purna - the one that is now is not voluntary
Mo: it is the zig zag path of the Hopis that lead nowhere
T: this is a whole different dispensation; the energies have never been as high vibe as they are now
● for those who cannot keep their life force in their body because the vibrations are beyond their grasp,
the merciful thing for some is that they go to another planet where the pace is shower, the
vibrations are somewhat lower; is not dark, but a need for the vehicle or form to be preserved;
● the practices on this planet by the dark priesthood have slowed people down, for example, denying
people the right to education of the true kind; recalls Obama's words about pre-school being
critical, how it can save a child's life from being one of want and despair
Mo: WICK and Head Start are imperative
T: when she raised the boys in Chicago, found it hard: Headstart from 2-5 years – that foundation was
was an enormous boon – the parents had to get on the case of school boards and gov't when there
was talk of shutting down the program – speaks of what they did to keep the programs going
Mo: on the Pope: for so long now, the Office of the Christ has been portrayed by a false life form that is
not even human; more reptilian than human
T: a bit of demonic stuff going on? [YES ] He was doing the paedophilia act and torturing children and
then killing them, and the whole thing got out of hand
Caller: When exactly did the Church of Rome get control of countries, for example England: thought it
was originally with King John and the Battle of Runnymede in 1191 and there were other dates that
came up
● also, how did the Church of Rome manage to move out the 520 years of history from the Old
Testament; how and when did they do it? What was the politics of that – anything to do with the
Council of Nicea?
Mo: Goes farther back than Battle of Runnymede & Prince John.
● Richard the Lion Hearted was the true king at the time of the Magna Carta ● The Council of Nicea declared Jesus and the teachings of the Gnostics heresy yes - how does that tie
win with cutting out the 520 years in the time of ancient Egypt? This goes back to the time of D
avid - the chronology was changed, and story is in The Secret Places of the Lion
● The church of the day wanted to remove the wisdom of the people of the black land, our land, Mother's
people, the people of Kennet; it is also about the goddess, the feminine
● there were many live forms on the planet and we interacted with each other: the unusual was the
norm at that time
● There was still 5D life on the planet at that time; we cannot ascend until we reach 5D at this
time, and to do that, we cannot eat meat – we have to move beyond that.
● The word “Yoni “ goes beyond gender; it is a Hindu spiritual term; it goes beyond body parts; it is about
the cosmic union of twin flame energies – sun/son – it is beyond the body
● It comes from the term “Yoni Kuta”, a Sanskrit term within the Vedic science of astrology; it is
literally talking about cosmic energies of masculine and feminine, meaning masculine electric and
magnetic feminine ; those energies are how astrology is indicated because each one of the 13
signs of the zodiac that our particular solar system passes through literally, in truth and those
things cannot be ignored
Mo: as for the missing history, it is about us, the black Madonna story - 520 years missing and why the
goddess was turned into a frail white lady instead of the Black Madonna
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T reads a sentence about Vedic Astrology: “Within Vedic Astrology, both men and women have specific
Yoni Kuta, determined by their Nack Shatra which is the constellation governing the house in which
the moon is present at birth.” That's why Vedic Astrology is very critical.
Mo: it is about the lunar story, the goddess.
● as things were unfolding, it is about the eclipse of the church , its sunset -it is time for the church to
achieve its sunset because the true god/goddess is right here, it's not out there with a funny old
paedophile wearing a funny hat – it is about the energy of who and what we are as creator gods
that are so magnificent
● we are the creator gods the legends and stories speak of, that co-mingled with Zeus and
Hera and Hercules: this is real - we have the same abilities now and the definitive time is right now
● do what you need to do to get this temple in order, meditate daily; that means eating no meat T: This is not one thing only: if it were one thing, it would be the Vatican – it was a religious, political and
economic disaster and it was intentional
Mo: to take the power of the feminine from all the religions on the planet which were goddess-based, on
equality and based on male and female
T: People ask why Obama does not do the right thing: it's because of the church: anyone who heads
up any gov't – every single one of them has to go to the Vatican, kiss the ring of the Black Pope;
this pope has been both in one [both black and white] because the last Black Pope was taken out in
2003;
● Black Pope has always been the power figure behind the white pope; has always been an archon
and archons have powers that are rare, but which are misused to the extreme
T: NESARA reflects the banishment of that whole order of dark energy – shatter and consume that
dark energy
● 520 years: just complete manipulation: started changing history books, was really manipulated during
Shakespeare's time: the Bauer family covered up the multitude of sins they created by killing
Mary Queen of Scots and put James VI of Scotland on English throne as James I ; his father was
killed by the Vatican police
● the Vatican has been skewed by the Vatican running things and politicians bowing to the Vatican,
which also cut out the feminine and equality – nothing will really be straight until that balance is
returned.
● The west, especially the US, is very Puritanical; the Puritans came here, and the families that live that
way are not so pretty; lots of murders and rapes going on behind the scenes; celibacy does not
really exist; there is no such thing as celibacy – it is only a church thing; there is a natural cycle –
Divine tantra is about having ecstatic sex with your twin flame in the etheric ● when we helped to co-create the human cadmon form as part of the 1 st creation and we had 12 strands
and 12th dimensional consciousness and co-created the Universe of Nebadon so we could have the
divine leila; we co-created the divine experiment – 450 billion years ago;
we can't just say we
don't remember that; therefore, we are not captivated by that story;
● now we are getting a forced wake-up call: it was not a meteor – it was a satellite
● the person with the inside knowledge of this could only say that – this means falling debris –
these things could fall out of the sky at any time; this is our doing, our karma continuously going
on
● What can we do about this?
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Mo: as we develop the Solex mal language and the universal communications within this temple of the
living god, your technology will match that, and the orbiting pieces of junk will become useless and
be transformed in the twinkling in an eye. There is a huge cloud of the technology of death circling
this planet T: it would terrify a ordinary person to see it
● at the same time as you develop who and what you are, you are becoming silica-based life forms,
not carbon-based; this is a big deal because we are immortal and always were and always will be
Mo: yes, it was and EMT electro-magnetic pulse that shattered the windows; if this is correct, they are
playing with the technology – there is more going on than what there is!
Closing: Greetings in the light of the most radiant one – Kadosh, kadosh, kadosh
● The story of Nesara – there is a linear thing – NESARA as a word came around 1999, although the
Farm Claims, Pickford case was 1983 when the courts decided the gov't, the IRS and the Federal
Reserve were all frauds and against the people and something had to be moved out of the way and
something new had to come in ;
● this is really about raising our consciousness as N is not about money: there may be a form of
exchange called rainbow bills that allow us to exchange services and goods in a divine governance
way where
● I am my brother's keeper is the Master Code
● Love thy neighbour as you love yourself
● thou shall have no strange gods before you is my mighty I AM presence and it is
the collective we Mighty I AM in Oneness Presence; no matter how long it takes to realize
we have to live in separation and call it freedom!
● Nancy Pelosi really got somewhere when she said the Republican party trying to shut the gov't
down
Rama: While Mother was here, he was in the Fortress of Solitude and watching the transformation of
earth; the gold dust was entering the earth at both the south and north poles;
● there were spinning vortexes like tornadoes of gold dust pouring into both holes
● amazing to witness! Giant vortexes going into centre of the earth from the poles
T: to re-align the magnetic and physical poles so we don't go into polar shift?
R: yes
Audio: Bill Maher

The Interview:
Robert Zimmerman, Jr. is the brother of George Zimmerman, who has been accused
of second-degree murder in the shooting of Florida teenager Trayvon Martin.
The Panel:
Donna Brazile is a Democratic strategist, contributor to ABC News and CNN, and the
Vice Chairwoman of the Democratic National Committee. This week she wrote an
article outlining the GOP’s efforts to "restart, reform and rebrand."
Jon Meacham is executive editor and executive vice president at Random House and
the author of Guest List: February 15, 2013. Read his contribution to the TIME cover
story on the papal resignation here.
Jamie Weinstein is senior editor of The Daily Caller. He recently called on the GOP to
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"steal the cause" of marijuana legalization from the Democrats and make it their own.
Comedian and actor Joel McHale will join the panel mid-show. He is the host of E!'s
'The Soup' and stars in NBC's 'Community.' McHale recently participated in a Reddit
"Ask Me Anything," the result of which can be found here.
Audio: Max Keiser

[KR406] Keiser Report: Horsemeat Burger vs Dutch Sandwich

[Khttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SxZtfi2pYNo&feature=player_embeddedR406]
We discuss the honkey infestation causing an inflationary vortex and the Dutch sandwich
being the financial equivalent of a horse meat burger. And how the FSAs – the Financial
Services Authority and the Food Standards Agency – operate with a similar cover up
mentality. In the second half of the show, Max Keiser talks to anthropologist, David Graeber,
author of Debt: The First 5000 Years, about the dollar, a war backed currency, being
displaced by gold and about who killed Aaron Swartz and why.

Reading: The Mayan Factor
Closing:

Rainbird

Music
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FOLLOWING - PRINTED RESOURCES RELATED TO THE NOTES
http://www.africaspeaks.com/reasoning/index.php
Dogon High Science and Overstanding of the Cosmos
(1/1)

afrikanrebel06:

Dogon High Science: Keys to Overstanding History, Mystery, and Prophecy
A survey of Dogon Cosmology.
THE DOGON OF MALI
The Dogon dwell in a mountainous terrain near the border of Mali and Upper Volta in West Africa. The
Dogon revealed some of their cosmological science through their interaction with two French
anthropologists: Marcel Griaule and Germaine Dieterlen. Most of Griaule and Dieterlen's work has
been translated into English in the two books, Conversations with Ogotemmeli and The Pale Fox.
The Dogon have been the center of anthropological debate, for they have knowledge of the Sirius Star
system that Western Scientists were able to confirm only by using high powered telescopes.
The debate has centered on the fact that the Dogon know details about the dwarf companion of Sirius
A, whom they call Sigi Tolo. The Dogon priests can detail the rapid rotation, 50 year orbital cycle, small
size, and immense power of Po Tolo - Sirius B - with great accuracy. However, Western science's
debate often focuses on Dogon knowledge of the Sirius system outside of the whole Dogon
cosmological scheme of creation. Therefore, the fact is often overlooked that the Dogon have
described in great detail and accuracy the structure and nature of our entire galaxy and how we
Earthlings fit into it.
A breakdown of the key cosmological and astrophysical truths expressed in Dogon High Science is as
follows:
• Amma is the Dogon name for Amen. Amma is described as the intelligent consciousness behind all
of creation and the awareness within all beings. Amma is 'He Who Rests Upon Nothing'.
• The Po is the Black Hole that is the core of our galaxy. The Po is 'The Egg of the World', the first
principle of the seed. Po means seeds in the Dogon language. The Dogon describe the Po as the
smallest thing in the world, alluding to the fact that the matter of a Black Hole is the densest, most
compact form of matter in creation. They say that it is 'invisible, at the center'. It spins and scatters all
particles of matter in a sonorous and luminous motion, yet remains inaudible and invisible. The Dogon
say that Amma placed his word in the Po, thus making it the 'image of the creator' and 'the womb of
Amma'.
• The Clavicles of Amma refer to the spiral nebula arms that define the shape of the galaxy. The
clavicle is the 1st bone to appear in the skeletal system of developing embryos. It grows in a sickletype arch very similar to the shape of the arms of our spiral galaxy.
• Po Tolo is 'The Star of the Deep Beginning'. This is what the Dogon call the Black dwarf Star that
astronomers call Sirius B. Po Tolo is the 1st of all stars; it was born after the Po (galactic core) had
finished its task. Po Tolo is seen as a double of the Po, meaning that Black stars such as Sirius B act
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very similar to Black Holes; it appears as if it has the same effect on space and time as Black Holes,
only on a much lesser scale of manifestation. Po Tolo is the 'image of the womb of Amma' and is seen
as a reservoir of source of renewing life force for this realm of creation (Po Tolo is the 2nd closest star
system to our solar system; being only eight light years away). Po Tolo is also made of the smallest
and heaviest of things, which the Dogon describe as a metal called Sagala. One pebble of Sagala
would weigh several tons. Because Po Tolo is so massive it shapes and moulds the structure of space
and time in our realm.
• Sigi Tolo is the youngest star to come out of Amma's womb. This is the star astronomers refer to as
Sirius A. Sigi Tolo is 'The Star of the Sacrificed Fish'. The Dogon say that Amma, in an effort to thwart
the transgressions of a rebellious being named Ogo, sacrificed the Celestial Fish Man Nommo Semi.
Sigi Tolo is the star seed of Nommo Semi, which makes Sigi Tolo the celestial testament of the
sacrificed fish. The Dogon say that the sacrificial blood of Sigi Tolo spills onto the womb of Amma, and
is renewing, impregnating, and purifying this realm of creation.
As stated, the debate among the Western-minded concerning the Dogon has centered on the fact that
the Dogon know details about the dwarf companion of Sirius A. Men such as Robert Temple and his
book The Sirius Mystery pose all sorts of bizarre and overtly racist notions as to how a 'primitive'
African nation could possibly have detailed astronomical knowledge of neighbouring star systems.
However, in this brief survey of Dogon descriptions of celestial objects, it can be seen that they have
knowledge as to how the entire galaxy is structured, not just the closest star system.
Dogon cosmology and Kemetic sacred science are very similar in concepts and symbolism. In fact,
Dogon cosmology appears to be the exact cosmology of the Kemetic priesthood at Annu (ancient
Hermopolis). The Dogon know Ra as Amma, 'He Who Rests Upon Nothing'. The Universe is
considered 'Amma's Egg'. Within his egg, Amma began spinning around, forming the po seed (the
Black Hole at the Galactic Core). The po is 'the smallest [heaviest and densest] thing that was made
invisible, at the center'.
Amma then placed seven 'words' in the po, which began to vibrate strongly within the seed. The
spiraling vibrations caused four clavicles to grow forth from the po. In hue-mans, clavicles are the first
bones to form in a hue-man embryo. They grow in the form of an exaggerated 'S'. The celestial
clavicles that grow from the Po are the spiral nebulae arms that extend from the galactic core and
define the shape of our spiral galaxy.
Suddenly, the Po burst forth, and eight new seeds were created. Amma planted these seeds in his egg
near the clavicles of the Po. With these eight seeds, Amma intended to create eight celestial beings four male and four female. The Dogon called these beings the Nommo Anagonno, best translated as
'The Word (Nommo) that Became the Fish-Man' (Anagonno). The Nommo are the first beings created
by Amma, and they are amphibious celestial creatures. The Nommo correspond to the Kemetic KhemAnu.
These eight beings were going to be Amma's perfect creation. As sister & brother yet husband & wife,
the four fish-twins were going to make each other fertile, complete, and blessed with heavenly
happiness and fulfilment. However, one of the male twins - Ogo (the Kemetic Set) - grew impatient as
he waited for his female twin to gestate. Ogo decided to rebel from Amma. He jumped out of his
celestial womb and stole parts of his own placenta. He then began creating and pro-creating with his
own placenta in an attempt to re-create his own little world. His stolen placenta became impure, and
his actions greatly threw off the divine order Amma had intended. The Dogon say that our Sun - whom
they call Nay - is the stolen placenta, and that planet Earth is the rebel-world established by Ogo.
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To re-establish order and purify creation of Ogo's transgression, Amma decided to sacrifice one of the
completed Nommo twins - Nommo Semi. Nommo Semi was composed of both a male and female
Nommo Anagonno, and was a complete and perfect Being onto itself. Amma lifted Nommo Semi out of
the celestial waters and tied the androgynous fish to the Kilena (Mother of charcoal) tree. In one swift
cut, Amma sliced the umbilical cord and genitals of Nommo Semi. The sacrificed Nommo's blood & life
force - nyama - emptied from its naval and groin. Semi died a suffering and painful death. The Dogon
say that Sirius 'A' - the visible star of Sirius whom the Dogon call Sigi Tolo - is the celestial
embodiment of the sacrifice.
Amma then took the nyama of the sacrificed Nommo and dripped it on the former placenta of the
celestial fish (the Sirius system) and the stolen placenta of its brother Ogo (our Sun Nay). Amma's
goal was to purify his creation from the transgressions of Ogo. It required him taking a pure and
perfected being (Nommo Semi) and sacrificing it. Amma intended for the spirit of Nommo Semi to heal
Ogo's torn placenta and become one with the Impure Earth Ogo created. When Amma sprinkled the
sacrificed nyama, it did several things:
- It caused the resurrection of the sacrificed Nommo. When Nommo Semi's nyama dripped on its
former placenta, it caused it to be reborn. Its re-birth, however, multiplied Semi's forms and
transformed its nature. Nommo Semi resurrected in three simultaneous forms:
1. Kora Na - The Great Ark of Pure Earth, the force that Amma intended to carry hue-manity and the
seeds (po) of agriculture to the 'Impure Earth'. The Kora-Na is depicted as a step-pyramid with an
antennae-looking rod at the apex.
2. 0 Nommo - 'Nommo of the Pond', the purifying force of fresh water on Earth.
3. Unum - The once androgynous Nommo Semi now manifested as the eight original ancestors of
Hue-manity - four males and four females. The male and female souls of Nommo Semi now had their
own separate forms. They were paired in four couples united in the image of the original eight
Nommo.
-The sacrificial Nyama prepared the heavens for the Kora-Na to travel from the Sirius System to
Planet Earth. The Kora-Na travelled from Sirius to our planet Earth on the sprinkles of Nyama. It
carried as its occupants the Unum of Hue-manity and the seeds of eight celestial grains. Also, the
shape, design, and proportions of the Ark express all of the principles and science hue-manity would
need for the reorganization and atonement of Ogo's earth.
-The Sirius System became the Ever-Living Placenta of the Resurrected Nommo. Even though the
Kora-Na, O Nommo, and the Unum were going to travel to 'The Impure Earth' of Ogo, they were to
forever remain connected to a lifeline that connected them straight to Amma's womb. This ever-living
placenta is the Sirius system, and as long as the connection with Sirius was maintained, the
Resurrected Nommo would never die. The Sirius system floods the Impure Earth with rejuvenating
and nourishing Nyama every sixty years, at which time the Dogon perform the Sigui ceremony to
reaffirm the Earth-Sirius connection.
The sacrificial Nyama created parallel structures in celestial sphere and on Ogo's earth. In heaven, it
reorganized space and the cycles of time in our solar system. It also synchronized our system's cycles
with the cycles of the Sirius system. The Sirius System and this planetary system thus became twin
placentas of a pair of the 8 ancestral Nommo.
On earth, it organized hue-man culture and set the order for hue-man interaction. This is the celestial
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foundation of the Earthly sciences of astrology, astronomy, and agriculture.
Lastly, the sacrificial Nyama set the stage for the day of total purification and renewal for planet Earth.
This day is called 'Izubay Minne' - "Earth of the Day of the Fish", which occurs when "the fish is
sacrificed" (the termination of the Piscean Age) and "His blood falls to Earth as cords of rain" (when
the celestial waters pour down to initiate the Age of Aquarius). One day during the transition of these
ages, Taba Tolo - the reuniting of the two placentas - will occur. Taba Tolo is when the Sun and Sirius
come together in a grand conjunction. My guess is that this grand conjunction will probably occur on
the first helical rising of Sirius after the equinox sunrise occurs with Aquarius as the celestial backdrop.
In other words, Taba Tolo will occur on the first helical rising of Sirius in the Aquarian Age. The Dogon
depict Taba Tolo as the day a strong purifying stream of Nyama will pour down on the Sun and Earth
from Sirius. This stream will wash away the corrupt order of Ogo and immortalize the sons and
daughters of the Nommo.
As stated, Ogo's self-willed actions really threw off the universal balance Amma had intended. Beyond
creating the principle and act of theft, when Ogo took his own placenta and recreated his own world, it
amounted to an act of incest. Amma felt that Ogo must be stopped from creating more chaos, as well
as punished for his misdeeds.
Amma ordered one of the other Nommo - Nommo Titeyanye - to punish Ogo. Nommo Titeyanye
smashed Ogo's genitalia, making him infertile. Ogo fled from the heavens down to Earth. Once on
Earth, Amma wanted to bind Ogo to this planet so that he could not disrupt the celestial order
anymore. He transformed Ogo, who up until this point was in the form of an amphibious Reptilian (the
Kemetic Apap), into Yurugu, the Pale Fox. The Pale Fox corresponds to the Kemetic Set-Anup, the
rebellious Black Jackal.
Once on Earth, the Pale Fox Yurugu continued his disruptive and chaotic behaviours. He attempted to
create an artificial world outside of the divine order of Amma. That was what he was doing when the
Ark Kora Na landed upon Earth. When it landed, the force of impact almost killed Yurugu, but he
survived by fleeing underground. The impact of the landing threw the moon into the sky, which is part
Kora-Na/Part Earth.
Out of the Kora Na emerged the eight ancestors of hue-manity. They came forth with eight grains,
including millet, black rice, chickpea, and sorghum. Their mission was to cultivate the land and grow
the celestial grains so that everyone could live in abundance. They were also supposed to reproduce
and spread throughout the world bringing the spiritual technologies contained within the Kora-Na with
them. The eight ancestors and their offspring were charged with conducting important ceremonies
such as the Sigui ceremony. The Sigui is performed every 60 year when the planets Jupiter and
Saturn are aligned. The Sigui re-establishes the bond of the Fish-people who sacrificed their divine
self to their homeland across the waters - Sirius. The ultimate purpose the Dogon say they have is to
maintain this extra-terrestrial connection by establishing sacred sites and celestial granaries
throughout the world in an effort to prepare Earth for Izubay Minne 'The Day of the Earth of the Fish'.
This is the day that the re-uniting of the Twin-Placentas - Earth & Sirius - will be complete.
Dogon Cosmology, Sirius, and Hydrogen Astrophysics
There are some profound astrophysical truths contained in this summary of Dogon star science, a few
of which have already been alluded to. Some of the most profound is the nature of the Sirius star
system and its importance in establishing and maintaining celestial order for our solar system.
The Dogon actually say that there are three major stars in the Sirius system:
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Po Tolo, Sigi Tolo, and Emma Ya Tolo.
Po Tolo (Sirius B) is the oldest of stars, and its name means 'deep beginning'. It is a twin of the Po the Black hole at the center of the galaxy. The Dogon consider Po Tolo the reservoir and source of all
things in this realm, and the germ of creation for our Solar System. They say it is the smallest, yet
heaviest of celestial objects, and that it ejects it essence out into creation by its fast spinning. The
particles of its essence are 'infinitely small'.
Moreover, Griaule says in The Pale Fox:
“The movement of Po Tolo keeps all other stars in their respective places: in fact, one says that
without this movement none of them would "stay in place". Po Tolo forces them to keep their
trajectory…One calls it the "pillar of the stars"…. Po Tolo is the axis of the entire world…”
Modern astrophysics shows that, indeed, Sirius B is a very old green dwarf star that has completed
the cycle of regular star life. Sirius B ejected its outer atmosphere into space ages ago. Its interior has
transformed from gaseous hydrogen plasma to a solid ionized hydrogen crystal. Once about the size
of the Sun, it is now condensed to the size of the earth. As a twin of the Po, Po Tolo is a star that has
many of the qualities of a Black Hole. Dwarfs are 'Black stars' in that they have low luminosity (they do
not shine bright). They do emit considerable UV radiation, however. Their primary energy is not
nuclear-thermal, but piezo electric (ionic energy due to gravitational pressure). Dwarfs have
electromagnetic fields that are stronger and a billion times larger than regular stars. They rotate
incredibly fast, and circulate their particles for several thousand light-years.
Dwarfs are very heavy and their weight bends (warps) time and space considerably. Thus, dwarf stars
have great influence on the organization of orbits and cycles of neighbouring stars and planetary
systems. Without a doubt, the cycles, orbits, and rotations of our Solar system is defined and
governed by Sirius B.
Emma Ya Tolo is the female twin of the Po. The Dogon say that she is the 'Mother of Cereal Grains'
and the 'Guardian of the Feminine Essence'. She appears to correspond to the Kemetic Goddess
Auset. The Dogon say the Emma Ya Tolo is invisible and undetectable. She is the Great Mystery, the
sacred seed of the feminine principle of womanhood and motherhood that Amma placed totally out of
the reach of Ogo. To date, modern astronomers have not been able to observe or confirm the
presence of Sirius C.
To the Dogon, Sigi Tolo is the youngest star to come out of Amma's womb. The Dogon consider it is
the celestial testament of the sacrifice of the Nommo Semi. They say the life force of the emasculated
Nommo Semi drains through Sigi Tolo. However, the life force of Sigi Tolo impregnated Po Tolo, giving
it the force needed to reorganize heaven and earth. Also, the life force falls on Ogo's placenta (our
Sun and Earth), purifying it as well.
Modern astrophysics shows that indeed, Sigi Tolo - Sirius A - is a young, type A blue star. It is
'emasculated' in that it is not burning its own hydrogen. It is 'sacrificing' its hydrogen by feeding it to
Sirius B. In a binary star system of a dwarf and regular star, the gravitational pull of the dwarf often
siphons off the hydrogen essence of the regular star. The hydrogen is sucked into the dwarf and then
ejected out into space by the fast rotation. This is the relationship between Sirius A & B. The hydrogen
essence of Sirius A is feeding Sirius B. Po Tolo is taking the hydrogen essence of Sigi Tolo and using
the energy to renew the Sirius system and our own planetary system.
Sirius and the Celestial Waters
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The Dogon also say that the hydrogen essence (Nyama) of Sigi Tolo falls like 'cords of rain' to purify
the earth. In other words, the hydrogen essence of Sirius A:
• Is siphoned off from Sirius A by the gravitational pull of Sirius B;
• As it falls toward Sirius B, the hydrogen essence of Sirius A is thrown off of Po Tolo because of its
incredibly fast rotation.
• The hydrogen essence of Sirius A gets hurled into space. It streams into the heavens following the
celestial landscape created by the strong gravitational fields of Sirius B.
• The gravitational fields of Sirius B lead a stream of Sigi Tolo's nyama to our planetary system.
The Dogon say that this stream of ionized hydrogen from the Sirius system is purifying to the Sun and
planet Earth. This force is the 'Reorganizer of the World' that will bring about a New Order in the world
established by Amma and not by Ogo. This sacred energy is Eloptic Black Light. It is the 'Electric light'
that associates with gravitational fields (it follows Sirius B's gravitational fields to Earth) and resonates
in affinity with Hue-man alpha-wave thoughts. Earth is about to encounter this stream; the question is
when.
As stated, the Sirius star system and the constellation Aquarius are on the same plane of heaven about 15 degrees below the celestial equator. As the Earth moves into the Aquarian age, she will also
come into alignment with the Sirius star system. When the Earth and Sirius align, the great conjunction
Taba Tolo - The Re-uniting of the Twin Placentas -is going to occur. The Black Light of the Sirius
system will cascade down upon the planet. For the children of the Nommo, it will be like Menat the bigbosomed lioness suckling her young lion-kings and Princesses. For the children of Ogo the Pale Fox,
it will be like Sekmet raining down a fiery judgement to the point that she becomes intoxicated with the
blood of countless wicked. She becomes so consumed with the taste of death that she does not stop
until all of the rebellious souls are slaughtered. This is Iu-su, the Water Born Saviour, opening up the
Heavens to bring the celestial daughter out of the chaos and drown out the light of the self-willed One.
For those Hue-mans who are harmoniously in tune with the heavens and earth, this 'sky juice' of
Menat will nourish their mind/body/spirit complex, giving them the strength they need to healthfully
transform into citizens of the Aquarian age. To those who are not in tune with the divine order
established by Amma through Po Tolo, this cosmic radiation will be like brimstone and fire falling from
the sky, burning up the wicked and unrighteous. There will be no where to run, no where to hide. THE
JUDGEMENT OF CELESTIAL FIRE IS AT HAND!!!
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